The pace of business has accelerated and is more competitive than ever. You need the right tools that put insights and information into your hands with confidence. We’ve found that today’s searches and queries require more than standard functionality; they require robust features that transform data to decisions. That’s where Nexis Dossier makes all the difference.

Want to research a company, industry or executive? With Nexis Dossier, you’ll access our trusted business and news content with search results delivered in an easy-to-navigate interface—allowing you to speed through information, find relevant insights and make decisions more efficiently.

Nexis® Dossier
Business Intelligence Suite
Your essential tool for up-to-date research of the people, companies and industries that matter to your business.
A Flexible Solution for Agile Research

Nexis Dossier empowers professionals from all industries to narrow in on what they need to know. From gaining competitive intelligence and researching potential candidates for hire to investigating mergers and qualifying potential clients and customers, Dossier brings together results on more than 240 million companies and organizes them to optimize your results.

With Nexis Dossier, you can:

• **Access a Quick Company Snapshot**
  The Snapshot feature in Nexis Dossier can perform multiple searches, all at the same time, allowing access to 240 million global companies with just one click.

• **Understanding an Industry Landscape**
  Concise industry overview that can include top companies by sales, ratio components and market performance indicators as well as industry content and profiles from sources like Integra and Industry News.

• **Create SWOT Analyses for Better Business Intelligence**
  With one click, you’ll have access to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for any company, allowing you to develop strategies for your business.

• **Research on the Go**
  Access Dossier and conduct research in real time, no matter where you are, so you’ll never miss an opportunity to make decisions and stay ahead of the competition.

• **Develop Customized Reports**
  Each report you create produces an easy-to-navigate table of contents and details on relevant sources that are specific to your search type—company, industry or executive.

• **Find the Right Executive**
  With Dossier, you can create multi-level, executive contact lists, including email and phone contact data for your business development or hiring needs.

Nexis Dossier brings together the most trusted global content sources, including:

• The New York Times®, The Washington Post®, CNN® and USA Today®


• Standard & Poor’s Corporate Register or Directors & Executives, D-U-N-S® Decision Makers, and D&B® Executive Affiliations
Convenient, at-a-glance Company Overviews with Snapshot

Company Snapshot provides important news, records and financials about the company you are researching. From the main Find a Company screen, you will find quick information on a company, headquarters, earnings, stock prices, executives and more.

Competitor and Business Analysis

Conduct company and financial analysis for insights needed to succeed in today’s global economy and compare a company’s businesses, performances and litigation. And, you can do this from anywhere you have connectivity access.

Complex, Company Research, Simplified

Company research within Nexis Dossier is easier than ever. Dossier provides a large amount of information applicable to your target company within one search—a search that scours more than 70 sources at once and returns the most recent and relevant company information. Dossier increased the number of searchable companies from 80M to more than 240M, including smaller, private domestic and international companies.

Need to Generate an In-Depth Report About a Company?

Dossier’s reporting capabilities couldn’t be easier. Your report will be generated with a streamlined table of contents comprised of direct links to company overviews; news articles about your target company; details on parent companies and subsidiaries; financial, competitive, and stock information; information on recent mergers and acquisitions; legal information; domestic and foreign patents and more.

Financial and Revenue Trends

Dossier allows you full access to Financial Overviews of over 240M companies, worldwide. From analyzing assets and liabilities to researching cash flow and balance sheets, Dossier supplies you with the corporate financial information you need to assess your business decisions.

Features at a Glance:
- Identify and pre-qualify customers
- Conduct in-depth company and financial analysis
- Full report site printing
- Share results or view offline
- Build multi-level lists for lead generation
- Create SWOT analyses
- Mobile functionality for research on the go
Unmatched Industry Insights

Sometimes you need to understand more than one company; you need context for an entire industry. Nexis Dossier has you covered. You can quickly pinpoint and analyze the industry information you need by using the Compare Companies option.

• Search by SIC code
• Compare five companies within a target industry at one time with one report. The report will compare balance sheet, income statement, and ratio information for companies that are listed on one of the US stock exchanges.
• Link to Company Dossier profiles for a more granular assessment of companies within your selected industry

With Nexis Dossier, you can access deep industry dynamics, financial metrics and up-to-date economic shifts, all in one easy-to-use dashboard. Our reports include key data like balance sheets, financial ratios and sales ranges; US Census and manufacturing data; state bureau statistics; top mergers and company sales for any given industry; competitive landscape indicators; and federal legislation content. In short, you can get a concise report of the companies, trends, legal cases and statistics impacting any industry.

And you can easily share reports by integrating into your existing digital solutions.

Deep Dives into Executives Who Matter to You

Beyond companies and industries, you often need to research people. From compiling customer lists to assessing candidates for hire, having the right tool to develop insights with a 360-degree point of view is critical to success.

Click the Executive tab to find information on decision makers and executives. With access to countless executive profiles, you’re just a few clicks away from smarter decisions for your organization. Dossier connects you to profile information from premier news sources; current SEC filings where executives are mentioned; Congressional testimonies; and legal cases.

Making Insights Easy

Our Nexis Dossier suite puts people, companies and industries right in your hands. With targeted tools designed to uncover and assemble the most relevant data points for each type of targeted search, you can be confident that you’re turning information into insights and making decisions that move your business forward.